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2021 2024
the global app
economy will be worth
$6.3 trillion

There are currently 2.8
million apps on Google Play

the enterprise app
market alone will have
grown to $288 billion

Executive summary

Salesforce continue to invest heavily in innovation and

The app economy is big business – there are currently

The so-called ‘digital transformation’ of the workplace

2.8 million and 2.2 million apps* on the Google Play and

is generally seen as an opportunity for organizations

Apple App Stores, respectively. What’s more, it is set to

to boost productivity and employee engagement by

grow exponentially towards the end of the decade. One

providing better tools and working conditions. However,

forecast predicts that the global mobile app economy

introducing new apps (whether on mobile or desktop)

will be worth $6.3 trillion by 2021, which is a staggering

comes with its own problems. As a start, each requires

$5 trillion increase from the 2016 figure of $1.3 trillion.

its own password, needs to be managed and can cost

Much of this growth is expected to come from

money on a subscription basis per user.

acquisition.

enterprise productivity apps.
In many cases, training may be required as each
... and 2.2 million apps in
App Store (iOS)

According to a report by Flurry Analytics, productivity

new app works slightly differently, introducing new

tools and apps saw a 125% rise in time spent by users

functionality—new ways of searching, sharing and

between 2011 and 2015, the third largest rise after

saving—and new interfaces.

customization apps and mobile versions of newspapers
and magazines. This rise is expected to continue: a 2016

This presents some questions: Is this rise in the number

forecast predicts the enterprise app market will grow to

of applications what workers want? Is it good for

$287.7 billion in the next eight years.

productivity? And, what do knowledge workers—from
a range of different industries and professions—really

App growth is also being driven by an increase in cloud

think about the number of apps they use at work?

applications, particularly desktop apps in the enterprise
space. Gartner predicts that the worldwide market

harmon.ie commissioned a survey to explore these

for cloud application services will grow to $75.7 billion

issues and ultimately answer these questions. This

in 2020 from $38.5 billion in 2016. This projection is

report outlines the main findings and results of that

corroborated by cloud app research company, Apps

survey.

Run The World. All indicators suggest growth will
continue as more and more organizations migrate to
the cloud and leading vendors like Microsoft, Oracle and

* All citations mentioned in this report are listed on page 35
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The average number of apps used by the modern knowledge worker is 9.39.
Most people have between 5 and 9 work-related apps open at any one time.
Email remains the place that people spend most of their working day. The
majority of our respondents (439/ 50%) say they look at their email inbox
five times per hour or more.

Key findings
The pros and cons of the app economy are an
important subject and worthy of in-depth study. This is
borne out by the massive response; the survey received
enthusiastic answers from almost 900 knowledge
workers over the three weeks it ran.
A significant proportion of the respondents reported
that the number of apps they use at work is indeed
negatively affecting their productivity, and many had
strong opinions on the subject. Below is an outline of
the key findings.

IT workers use more apps than others (10.43 on average), while marketing
professionals use 8.4 and HR workers use 7.55.
48% of people use apps that weren’t given out by their IT department,
with note-taking apps, project apps, WhatsApp and Dropbox regularly
mentioned.
34% somewhat agree that they have to switch between too many apps just
to get basic work done, and 9% totally agree.
41% of people totally agreed with the statement, “If important information
from all my apps would appear in a single window, it would be easier to
focus on work,” and 26% were somewhat in agreement.
41% say they could find all the information they need to do their day to
day work just by opening ‘a couple’ of apps and a few clicks. However, a
significant 35% said they have to open multiple windows to find information,
7% say they have to search through many applications and sometimes can’t
find what they need, and 3% complain they regularly cannot perform routine
tasks because information is too disorganized.
When asked how confident they would be that they could find a piece
of work from 12 months ago in their company’s document storage
environment, 26% said they wouldn’t be able to in just five minutes and 14%
said they would need much longer.
41% strongly agreed with the statement, “I don’t care which app I use, what’s
most important to me is to be able to find information and get my job done”,
and 29% were somewhat in agreement.

Introduction
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Despite the hype surrounding the app economy, this
research started from the supposition that there
is a disparity between the promise of enterprise
apps—i.e. having more specific tools to get work done
more effectively—and what knowledge workers and
management want. Just because there are more apps
available on the market, doesn’t necessarily mean that
people are finding them more useful.
There can be ‘too much’ of a good thing. The saying that

The survey highlighted a range of important issues and

too many cooks can spoil the broth may be a cliché,

points to a clear over-use of apps in the workplace.

but it points to a truth present in the digital workplace.

This summary report - The False Promise of the App

It directly explains how even the best productivity

Economy - outlines the key findings of the survey and

tools can lead to a decrease in employee engagement,

provides insight and analysis, so that organizations,

reduced productivity, information silos, and general

management, and knowledge workers can take heed to

confusion when knowledge workers are expected to

boost their own productivity and engagement.

balance too many different apps at the same time.
To establish the truth about knowledge workers’
experiences in the app economy, harmon.ie
commissioned a survey that ran between June 19th to
July 10th, 2017. The survey received responses from 881
business professionals from around the world regarding
their use of apps in the workplace.
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How the research
was conducted

apps workers use, they can spend time completing
work, rather than switching between apps, looking for
information.
The central assumption of this survey is that using (too)

This section discusses the central question
addressed in the survey and describes the
survey methodology

many apps reduces productivity and complicates the
knowledge worker’s daily workflow. The survey sought to
uncover whether knowledge workers’ daily experiences
corroborate this assumption.

In today’s ‘app economy’, it was assumed that

The survey asked respondents about how they use

knowledge workers need to use at least three or four

apps, how many apps they use, and what they think of

apps (the survey results indicate that often workers use

their app usage. The goal was to determine whether the

many more) to get even simple tasks done.

number of apps open at any one time has an impact
on people’s ability to get work done. It was also seeking

Switching back and forth between email clients, note-

to ascertain how people ideally like to work. In terms of

taking apps and collaboration hubs can be highly

apps, is less always more? Would knowledge workers

distracting. Workers don’t think in terms of apps when

prefer to do as much as possible from one app? And

working on a project or a deadline. The human brain

which apps are the ones they spend most of their time

thinks in terms of topics (such as: ‘customers’, ‘products’,

using at work?

‘projects’, and ‘services’), not where and how to access
the appropriate tools and information.

Understanding these patterns will help establish
whether productivity tools are, ironically, having a

The result of introducing ever more apps at work is

negative effect on productivity. If so, organizations need

that people struggle with the number of tools, tabs,

to resolve this issue to avoid a frustrated workforce,

and windows they must switch between all day long.

whose low level of productivity and engagement

It stands to reason that by reducing the number of

ultimately have a negative effect on the bottom line.
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Central question and
methodology

survey was promoted on Twitter and the harmon.ie
blog. The survey followed MIT’s survey guidelines to
produce the most reliable results possible.

The central question addressed in the survey is as
follows:

Survey respondents
To reach meaningful conclusions, it was important to

Professionals have access to a huge range of
apps to help with their work. But do they find
this beneficial, or is it confusing them?

solicit responses from a broad set of workers, including
respondents from various countries, industries,
professions, departments, genders, and ages.
The survey was successful in engaging a diverse pool of

To answer this central question, four hypotheses were
developed. These were as follows:

1

Most knowledge workers are using more apps than
they might be aware of.

2

Many are frustrated by the number of apps they

3

They are forced to switch between lots of different

4

must use.
apps, which they find confusing.
They would prefer to have all the information from
their apps in once place if this were possible.

Survey methodology
To test the central question and the four hypotheses,

respondents. 545 men and 292 women (plus two who
chose not to disclose their gender) answered from 25
countries. The most responses from a single country
were from the United States (35%), followed by the UK,
Canada, Germany, India, Australia, New Zealand, The
Netherlands, and Ireland.
In terms of professions, 38% of the survey participants
said they work in IT, followed by Management,
Operations, Sales, Marketing, Finance, R&D, and
Creative. There was participation across the entire
potential set of age ranges. Respondents’ ages ranged
from 18-24 (45 respondents) to 70+ (6 respondents).
The most common age range was 35-40 (16%), closely
followed by 41-45 (15%) and 46-50 (15%).*

an online survey was carried out using Typeform. The

* See a full break down of survey respondents in the
Appendix on page 34
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Analysis
Testing the hypotheses
From the survey results, it is possible to confidently
answer the hypotheses and, by extension, the central

2. Many are frustrated by the number of
apps they use

question. While respondents do find their apps
beneficial in some senses, they generally find the large

This hypothesis was firmly proved by the survey’s

number of apps they use to be a negative aspect of

respondents. They expressed, in various ways, that the

the modern working experience, dampening their

high number of apps they use at work is a negative

productivity. Respondents believe the explosion in apps

thing. For example, some respondents said they had

is confusing, requires too long to get work done and, in

more than 20 apps open at the time they answered the

some cases, even prevents them from doing their jobs.

survey.

The hypotheses have also been addressed:

3. They are forced to switch between lots of
different apps which they find confusing

1. Most knowledge workers are using more
apps than they might be aware of

This hypothesis was also proved. People answered
in various ways which support this statement. For

This hypothesis was, in hindsight, somewhat

instance, a significant number of respondents (351) said

problematic. By presuming that respondents couldn’t

it often takes more than five minutes to complete basic

answer the question, it was not possible to elicit a

tasks, such as finding relevant information.

definite response. The research does seem to suggest
people do know how many apps they use (around 9-10
on average per week) because across three separate
questions, most people were quite consistent in the
way they answered, which potentially disproves the
hypothesis. Nonetheless, certain responses did seem
to suggest that not all respondents were entirely
clear what counted as an app – almost 20% did not
choose ‘email’ as an app they use every week, which
seems highly unlikely. This therefore suggests that the
hypothesis may very well be true.

4. They would like to have all the
information from their apps in one place if
it were possible
This hypothesis was also proved. People consistently
agreed that if they could have all information made
available in one place, it would make their experience at
work better.
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“People consistently agreed that if
they could have all information made
available in one place, it would make their
experience at work better.”
Rather than just diving headfirst into all the responses,
the results are presented in the context of three central
worker behaviors; insights and analysis for each of these
findings are provided accordingly. These are:

1
2
3

How people are using apps right now
How the usage of apps is affecting how people work
What people think of how they use apps
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How people are using
apps right now
To prove that people are
frustrated by the number of
apps they use at work and that
it is affecting their productivity,
it was important to get a picture
of how many apps people use
and how often they use them.
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The number of apps used
Count the number of application you currently have open (if

Can you estimate how many workplace apps you use on a

some of these are in your browser or on your smartphone,

normal day? (This includes all the apps you currently have

count them too)

open, plus other apps that are currently closed)
Chart 1
400.00

300.00

Chart 2
20+
15 to 19
0 to 4

200.00
10 to 14
100.00

5 to 9

0 to 4

10 to 14

15 to 19

20+

5 to 9
50.00

150.00

250.00

350.00

Most respondents (46%) counted 5-9 apps open at the

Not surprisingly, the results from this question are

time that they undertook the survey, and a significant

similar to the previous question. 40% of respondents

amount (19%) had 10-14 apps open. A look at the

said they used 5-9 apps in a normal day, followed by

outliers is interesting. 32 of the 881 respondents had

10-14 (30%).

more than 20 apps open. Although this is a relatively
small proportion of the respondents, it confirms that
quite often, knowledge workers have to use many tools
at the same time to do their jobs.
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Department
Perhaps unsurprisingly, people who said they work
in ‘IT’ use more apps than any other occupation – the
average score being 10.43 (out of 311 who responded).
It’s reasonable to presume IT workers would be
knowledgeable about the latest tech trends and app
releases and therefore take advantage of different
applications on the market.
The next highest group was ‘management’, whose
average number of apps used was 9.29. For ‘Sales’ or
‘Marketing’ the average is 8.4, and for ‘HR’ the average
is 7.55.

Gender

What kind of apps
The survey also asked respondents to pick the type of
apps they use in a typical week from a predefined list.
26 options were provided for respondents to choose
from – the highest number permitted by the survey tool.
All 26 types of apps were selected at least once. In
fact, ‘Invoice generator’ scored lowest with 94 people
saying they use such an app (this is still more than
one in ten). The most popular answers were ‘Email’
(82%), ‘Web browser’ (77%), ‘Calendar tool’ (71%), ‘Word
processing tool’ (65%), ‘Document storage tool’ (63%)
and ‘Spreadsheet tool’ (62%).

Interestingly, there was a difference in app usage
between men and women. On average, 292 women said
they used 8.71 apps. Men said they used more - from
the 545 men who responded the average number of

“Document storage tool” (63%) and
“Spreadsheet tool” (62%)

apps used was 9.97. One likely explanation for this
difference is job role – more of the male respondents
worked in IT than the female respondents, and as noted
above, IT workers seem to use more apps than others.

The average number of apps
reported for this question was 9.39
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Select all the kinds of apps you use during a typical week

they might be aware of) was disproven, these results

from the list below.

suggest that there may still be some truth in the
hypothesis. The fact that many forgot to count email and

In many ways, some of these scores are a surprise. For

web browser as apps (even when answering the survey

instance, ‘Email’ and ‘Web browser’ weren’t selected

in a web browser) does suggest that there is a chance

by 100% of the respondents. It does seem unlikely

people do in fact use more apps than they are aware of.

that a knowledge worker in the 21st century could do
their job without email or a web browser. However,

Shadow IT

this result is probably because they did not equate

Shadow IT refers to apps and solutions used by

their everyday apps with a browser, and may not have

employees in the workplace that haven’t been officially

considered email a business app in the traditional

approved by the organization. It has been given its

sense. Also, options were presented in a random order

name because these apps remain hidden from an

for each respondent. Some people may not have seen

organization’s IT departments. It is widely reported that

‘Email’ or ‘Web browser’ immediately when choosing

most underestimate the extent of shadow IT within their

their answers, and so did not click on them. With 26

company.

options to choose from, there is a chance respondents
did not look at all the options with the same level of

The survey sought to find out how prevalent Shadow

attentiveness.

IT was and whether this was reducing productivity and
creating information silos.

Although the respondents’ answers have been taken
at face value, which indicated that the first hypothesis

Some studies show that more than 80% of employees

(most knowledge workers are using more apps than

admit to contributing to Shadow IT in their organization.

Chart 3
800.00

600.00

400.00

Other

Invoice generator

Survey tool

HR management tool

Email marketing tool

Accounting tool

Journey planner

Design tool

Translation tool

E-signature tool

CRM

Software development tool

Expenses tool

Statistics or data visualization tool

Project management tool

Social media management tool

Note taking tool

Personal time management tool

Presentation tool

Intranet

Conference call

Spreadsheet tool

Document storage

Calendar tool

Word processing tool

Email

Web browser

200.00
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The survey data does not indicate such a high

The survey asked those respondents who do use

percentage but still shows that it is the normal practice

Shadow IT to list the tools they use. The most common

among knowledge workers, with over half saying that

responses included:

they do: 445 people (52%) admitted to downloading and
using enterprise applications that were not given out by

Dropbox and OneDrive for filesharing and storage

their organization’s central IT department.

OneNote and Evernote for note-taking
G-suite apps like Google Docs and Gmail

The significance of this does not just lie in information

Office 365 apps

silos. There are serious issues here concerning security

Social media apps like WhatsApp, Snapchat,

and data breaches. There is also the risk of falling short

Facebook and Twitter

of regulatory practices and failing to be compliant with

Project management tools like Asana and Trello

data protection laws. The financial punishment for which

PDF viewers like Adobe

can be existentially damaging to many small and mid-

Video call technology like Skype for Business

size businesses.

Others included weather apps, game apps, and
fitness apps

Do you use applications for work that were not given out to
you by your organization’s central IT department?

Yes
No
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Where do people spend their
time at work, in terms of apps?
How many apps on your phone are used for work?

How often do you look at your email app?

80%

60%

40%

Once per day
2 to 7 times per day
Once per hour
2 to 4 times per hour

20%

1 to 5

6 to 10

0

11 to 15

16+

5 times per hour or more
100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

Mobile devices are playing an ever more important

The survey shows that email remains the place that

role in the modern workplace, and 61% of respondents

knowledge workers spend most of their working day.

said they have 1-5 work-related apps on their phone.

The majority of respondents (50%) say they look at their

A significant percentage (20%) said they had 6-10

email inbox five times per hour or more. By comparison,

work-related apps on their devices. This indicates that

the other apps that the survey asked about (CRM,

a lot of people are having to move between devices

intranet, project management app) were looked at less

to get work done. The modern digital workplace has

frequently—usually about once per day. However, this

been developed to be an environment that encourages

still equates to a frequent need to switch to other apps

people to use multiple devices, and device management

throughout the day. This shows workers must switch

schemes like Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) have

context a lot, which can be distracting and can draw

encouraged this over recent years. But is this what

them out of productive spells.

knowledge workers really want?
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This section has demonstrated that modern workers are indeed
using many apps to get their day-to-day business done. So, how is
this affecting their work?
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How the usage of apps
is affecting how people
work
After finding out the distinction
between the apps knowledge
workers use and how
frequently they use them, the
next question to ask was “What
the effect of these apps are on
productivity at work?”
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How easy or difficult is it to
find information?

Although most people reported that they were ‘quite

If app-overload is negatively affecting workers’ ability to

too many who aren’t.

confident’ and a fair amount were ‘very confident’ that
they could find a year-old draft of work within five
minutes, the figures demonstrate that there are still far

do their job, its effects should be seen in the amount
of time it takes people to complete basic tasks. If, for

This should be a concern to organizations across the

instance, workers are taking longer than they would like

world. Out of 881 participants, a significant number of

to find information because it is contained in multiple

people (351) said it would take them more than five

apps, then this would indicate that there is a problem.

minutes, and for some (14%) it would take a lot longer.
Digital transformation is geared towards making life

To answer these questions, the survey began by

easier for knowledge workers, and accessing documents

presenting respondents with certain scenarios to gauge

quickly is a large part of this.

their opinions.
If 14% of employees are taking much longer than five
Multiple studies have found people spend up to 20% of

minutes to find something as simple as an old draft of a

their time at work just looking for information. Think about

document, this indicates that the number of apps in use

a project you or your colleagues worked on last year. How

is a dampener on productivity.

confident are you that you could find one of the early draft
proposals for the project within five minutes?

I don’t know
It would take
much longer
Very confident
I wouldn’t be able
to in just 5 minutes
Quite confident
50.00

150.00

250.00

350.00
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Office workers typically spend a considerable amount

The results here show that for even the most basic

of time searching for information held in the company

tasks, workers need to open a couple of different apps.

systems to complete routine tasks. Which statement best

Perhaps more striking here are the outliers. 28 people

describes your typical experience when searching for

(3%) reported that they often struggle to perform even

information at work?

routine tasks. It’s also surprising that for 64 people (7%)
it’s simply not possible to find the content they need on
a regular basis. This would be unacceptable for most

I often struggle to perform
these routine tasks because the
information is just too disorganized

organizations.

I have to search through many
applications to get the information I
need, and sometimes it’s not possible
to find the right content

It appears that the bulk of respondents have to open
multiple apps to find the information they need.
Although many said it only takes a few clicks or taps,

I tend to have to open multiple
windows, collate information from
various sources and draw it into a
final document

every time they have to switch between apps is a
potential source for errors and omissions, especially

I typically open a couple of apps
and collect all the information in a
few clicks or taps

with important records that might need to be moved
from one interface to another.

I can usually find all the
information i need by opening one
app and finding everything

Notably, a small but significant proportion find that their
50.00

150.00

250.00

350.00

work suffers significantly from the number of apps they
use at work.

This section has established that app overload does seem to be having real and
negative effects on productivity. So, what do professionals think of the apps they use?
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What people think of
how they use apps
The survey investigated how many
apps people use on average (9.39
in a working week) and the results
show that a small but significant
proportion of the workforce struggle
to complete basic tasks due to the
number of apps they must switch
between. The next line of inquiry was:
what do they really think about this?
Would they prefer to use fewer apps,
or do they feel comfortable with the
situation as it currently is? Do the
benefits outweigh the drawbacks?
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The app experience at work

He goes back to the CRM to find out which order

To gain an insight into people’s thoughts on this matter,

He emails the sales order document to the client

number and other details to add to the template

the results were drawn from the questions that asked
participants to say what extent they agreed or disagreed
with a statement or, in one case, a scenario.

John’s scenario
One of the questions involved participants analyzing
a scenario in which a salesperson must complete a
task. The question asked them to decide whether they
thought the process John used—the number of apps he
had to switch between—was conducive to productive

I think the process is fine
Mistakes could be made
when all the information
is organized in this way
If all the information
could be stored in one
place, it would make
John’s life easier
Because there are so
many steps, John could
miss something

practice or not. The scenario was as follows:

John has to switch
between a lot of apps to
do this work

John is a salesperson at your company. He has just received

I would find this process
confusing if I were John

an email from a regular customer asking for a discount on
one of your services. To decide on how to respond to the
client, John must:

There are too many steps
for such a simple task
0

200

400

Open up his CRM and look up the customer

The results of this question emphatically support the

account to see what they normally pay

second and fourth hypotheses: Many are frustrated by

He needs to search the CRM to find out if you have

the number of apps they use and they would prefer to

offered such deals before

have all the information from their apps in one place if

Email a colleague for more detail

this were possible.

600

She forwards him an email chain containing
previous discussions with the client

Only 51 respondents seem to think the process outlined

John has to send a request to the finance officer

in John’s scenario is fine. The rest believe that there are

for the discount to be approved

too many steps, too many apps and processes that John

John opens Dropbox to find a work order template

has to navigate through to get this simple task done. It

He fills in the template

shows that people intuitively understand that working
with too many apps is a problem.
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How many apps should be used at work?
Studies have found that the average professional uses
between 20 and 30 apps during a regular week. In your
experience, this is:

Other
Very useful
Fine/there’s nothing
wrong with them
Likely to get in the
way of work
Confusing for
many people
Likely to waste time
as people switch
between apps
Too many apps
0

200

400

600

Generally, this question produced a negative response
towards this level of app use. 27% said it was ‘confusing
for many people’ and 21% agreed that it was ‘likely to
get in the way of work’.
This is a clear indication that people agree that it is
possible to have too many apps and that workers are
likely to get confused by having so many of them.
Most people agree with the idea that there are too
many apps in the modern workplace. 41% said that
20-30 apps were ‘too many apps’. It also supports the

notion proposed by the hypotheses that people must
switch between apps too often to get any work done
and focus, as 32% said that it is ‘likely to waste time as
people switch between apps’.
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Multiple studies have found that modern professionals use more apps than

This paints a similar picture to

ever before, and using all these apps means it takes longer to find information.

the chart and question on the

Thinking about your own experience, which of the following statements reflects

previous page. 48% of respondents

how you feel?

answered, “I find apps are useful for
performing certain tasks, but they
make information too disjointed.”
Second to this was, “I feel I spend
too long switching between apps
looking for information” and then

Other

“Sometimes, I can’t see the bigger

Sometimes, I can’t see the
bigger picture as information is
too disjointed

picture.”

I find apps useful for
performing certain
tasks, but they make
information too disjointed

It seems that knowledge workers
aren’t necessarily against the idea
of using apps—perhaps even more

In the past it was
easier when there were fewer apps
and systems where information
was stored

apps in the right circumstances—
but as soon as information becomes
disjointed, processes slow down and

I feel I spend too long
switching between apps
looking for information

it becomes harder to get tasks done
efficiently, they are wholeheartedly

Keep my use of apps
the same - it’s fine

against it.
0

100

200

300

400

For organizations, the issue quickly
becomes one of reducing the
number of apps where possible and
working out a system that improves
efficiency.
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How much do you agree with the following statement? “If

How much do you agree with the following statement? “I

important information from all my apps would appear in a

don’t care which app I use, what’s most important to me is

single window, it would be easier to focus on work.”

to be able to find information and get my job done.”

Totally disagree

Totally disagree

Somewhat disagree

Somewhat disagree

No opinion

No opinion

Somewhat agree

Somewhat agree

Totally agree
0.00

Totally agree
100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

0.00

100.00

200.00

300.00

400.00

The positive response to this statement shows

Most respondents agreed with this statement. Again,

that people intuitively agree that if they could find

this supports the idea that the app economy has been

the information they use in a single place, it would

overly-focused on building ever more specific apps and

immediately be easier for them.

tools. It indicates that this isn’t what people really want.

In many ways, the result here is not surprising. It would

The driving desire for knowledge workers seems to be

have been unusual had the respondents’ answers

simplicity and efficiency. If an app lets them work, they’re

indicated that people prefer more complex and time-

happy to incorporate it into their working day. As soon

consuming solutions over simpler ones. If a task can be

as it doesn’t, it becomes a hassle.

completed from one place, this would make life much
easier for most knowledge workers. The results support
this notion.
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“If a task can be completed
from one place, this would
make life much easier for
most knowledge workers.”
How much do you agree with the following statement? “I use
too many apps to get work done, I wish it could be simpler.”

negative response. What’s more, a cross-examination
of this with the example of John’s scenario shows that,
in context, people do generally feel that there are too
many apps in use.

Totally disagree
Somewhat disagree

The results here appear to have been influenced
by a classic example of the ‘framing effect’ . When

No opinion
Somewhat agree

asked if something is too hard, it’s not surprising that

Totally agree

respondents say that it isn’t. This is because they are

0.00

100.00

200.00

300.00

used to the situation and don’t respond well to the idea
of change. In this case, people have become used to a
situation that they know to be unproductive – i.e. using

By and large, people agreed with the idea that there are

too many apps – but, because they have become used

too many apps in the workplace and that they would

to working this way, they don’t respond negatively to a

like things to be simpler. That said, there is a reasonably

question framed in this way; a classic case of cognitive

large proportion of people who either didn’t have an

bias.

opinion, or seemed to think that the current number of
apps they use, remembering the average per week was

However, the results will differ if the question is framed

9.39, was sufficient.

in another way. If the question addresses a specific
problem respondents face (such as John’s scenario), and

Compare this to the question where respondents were

then asks them to agree or disagree with the statement,

asked what they thought about people using 20-30

then they will not be affected by the cognitive bias and,

apps per week. That figure provoked an overwhelmingly

in this case, agree with the statement.
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This section has established that most workers do agree that they have to use too
many apps at work. They complain that the current approach to enterprise apps
introduces unnecessary complexity. If they could use fewer apps and be as productive,
most would choose this option.
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Analysis and
discussion
With the app economy set to explode over the next few
years, the results of the survey should provide cause for
concern. The global app economy is forecast to grow to
$6.3 trillion by 2021. Many of these apps are targeted
at the consumer—tools for music streaming, health and
beauty, fitness, games—but many others are enterprise
apps that will make their way into offices like yours
around the world.

As organizations embark on
digital transformation to take their
workplaces into the 21st century,
many will look to the latest apps
in attempts to increase employee
engagement and productivity.
At first glance, this is understandable. Any organization’s
digital transformation strategy needs to be centered on
productivity – and new apps promising that they can
revolutionize the workplace can seem attractive. But,
first and foremost, organizations need to ensure that
any new technology helps, rather than hinders their
employees’ ability to do their jobs.
However, our survey indicates that knowledge workers
already feel that they are using too many apps at
work. They say that they often become confused when
switching between apps to complete routine tasks, and
some say it leads to being unable to do their job. Most
would prefer less apps and to be able to access crucial
information from one place. According to the almost
900 knowledge workers that we surveyed, more apps is
not the answer.
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Conclusion
harmon.ie commissioned a survey that asked 881
business professionals from around the world about
their use of apps in the workplace. The survey ran
between June 19th and July 10th 2017. The survey
polled knowledge workers from a range of different

Our belief at the outset was that
knowledge workers are frustrated by the
number of apps they are forced to use
at work, that their productivity is reduced
by the requirement of switching between
a multitude of apps, and that they would
prefer all the crucial information they
need for their jobs to be accessed from
one place.

industries and professions to find out what they really
thought about the proliferation of enterprise apps.
almost categorically towards using less. In some cases,
The survey set out to answer the central question:

people reported being unable to get their work done
altogether, and some reported that app overload made
routine tasks impossible. Almost all respondents would

Professionals have access to a huge range of

prefer if they could have all the information from their

apps to help with their work. But do they find

apps in one place.

this beneficial, or is it confusing them?

The report was named ‘The False Promise of the App
Economy’ because we believe that while enterprise

Our belief at the outset was that knowledge workers

apps can have many benefits, their central purpose—

are frustrated by the number of apps they are forced

that they will make workers more productive and

to use at work, that their productivity is reduced by the

engaged—has not been achieved. Rather than

requirement of switching between a multitude of apps,

boosting engagement and productivity, they very often

and that they would prefer all the crucial information

accomplish the opposite.

they need for their jobs to be accessed from one place.
The solution here is not to simply stop using apps, as
The results of the survey, as documented in this report,

many are deeply ingrained in organizational processes

support this belief. The key takeaways are that there are

and provide highly valuable functions. Instead, the way

too many apps in the workplace, that switching between

they are used needs to change. The findings clearly

apps leads to information becoming disjointed, and

show that workers are constantly forced to switch

that what knowledge workers desire above all else is

between windows as a way of finding information,

efficiency and simplicity. New apps are welcomed, but

constantly going to sources for data and content. This is

only if they contribute towards productivity. As soon as

where the app economy ultimately fails because it does

that isn’t the case, there is a clear aversion to increasing

not fit around how humans think and behave. Instead, if

the number of apps used.

information from different apps could be consolidated
and centralized, and presented to the user at the right

In scenarios where the use of multiple apps was

time and in context, then the app economy may still

required to get work done, the consensus leaned

have promise.

To learn more about harmon.ie’s
solutions to app and information
overload visit www.harmon.ie today
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About harmon.ie
harmon.ie (www.harmon.ie) makes user experience

people-first user experience supported by cognitive

tools for the digital workspace, built to deliver

science and powered by machine learning to enhance

information the way the human brain works. The

employee productivity and help organizations

company is a pioneer in Topic Computing; its flagship

overwhelmed with data. The company is a Microsoft

harmon.ie Collage solution breaks down data siloes

Partner of the Year Finalist and an IBM global partner.

from business applications by grouping information
by topics, thereby surfacing what’s most important to
knowledge workers. harmon.ie provides a cohesive,

Contact Information
US Phone: +1-800-624-6946 or +1-408-907-1339
UK Phone: +44-1753-722235
Germany Phone: +49-715-26023001
France Phone: +33-1-76-64-13-01
Asia Pacific Phone: +44-1753-722235
www.harmon.ie
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Appendix
Chart 1: Gender

Chart 3: Please select the country where you work
400.00

300.00

200.00
Male
100.00

545 (64%) of the survey’s respondents were male and 292 (34%)
were female. There were two respondents who chose not to
declare their gender.

Chart 2: Age range
140

France

Ireland

Netherlands

New Zealand

Australia

India

Germany

Canada

United States

Rather not say

United Kingdom

Female

The survey received responses from 25 different countries. The
most responses from a single country were from the United
States (35%), followed by the UK, Canada, Germany, India,
Australia, New Zealand, The Netherlands, Ireland and France.

Chart 4: Please select the department you work in

120
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40

100.00

There was participation across the entire potential set of age
ranges. Respondents’ ages ranged from 18-24 (45 respondents)
to 70+ (6 respondents). The most common age range was 35-40
(16%), closely followed by 41-45 (15%) and 46-50 (15%).

HR

Training

Creative

R&D

Finance

Marketing

Sales

Other

Operations

Management

70+

66-70

61-64

18-24

56-60

25-29

51-55

30-34

46-50

41-45

35-40

IT

20

In terms of departments, 38% of the survey participants said they
work in IT, followed by Management, Operations, Sales, Marketing,
Finance, R&D, Creative, Training and HR.
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